For his book People Trees: Worship of Trees in Northern India, David L. Haberman spent a year
in India ethnographically studying the sometimes intimate experiences that many contemporary Hindus have of pipal, neem, and banyan trees considered to be sacred. In the course of his study, Haberman found that prevailing academic methods regarding animism and tree worship, which are still shaped by 19th-century scholars like Edward Tylor, James Frazer, and W. Robertson Smith, prevented him from fully entering and comprehending the worldviews of the humans he studied. Arguing that tree worship "is a matter of cultural 'difference,' not an encounter with 'the primitive mind'" (Haberman, 2013, p. 189 ), Haberman did not treat trees as just objects with whom a meaningful human relationship is impossible. His study required him to understand that for his informants, including those who were cosmopolitan and highly educated, trees can be "persons" very much like humans. He writes, Tree worshipers in India clearly presume that they are in the presence of a discerning being who can hear their praises and petitions, be moved by their offerings, and is capable of having a significant impact on their lives. . . . Trees are considered to be sentient beings; they are animate life forms endowed with feelings and consciousness. . . . Trees, in short, are influential persons not radically separate from the human world; on the contrary, trees and humans share enough characteristics in common to make significant interaction and relationship possible. (Haberman, 2013, pp. 185-187) Because of this, Haberman (2013) says, "Many tree worshipers informed me, 'Trees are persons just like you and me '" (p. 191) . In so doing, he offers us a welcome methodological challenge to broaden our horizons and reconsider the notion of natural beings, including plants, as persons.
In insisting on a methodological recognition of the attributed personhood of nonhuman natural beings, Haberman joins many scholars across diverse fields, including religious studies (Berry, 2006) , philosophy (Derrida, 2008) , psychology (Melson, 2001) , anthropology (Hallowell, 1960) , neuroscience (Berns, 2013) , and even ethology, where an increasing number of animal studies experts such as Franz de Waal (1996) and Marc Bekoff (2007) embrace this recognition in their own work. In the ethnographic study of a Hindu center in the United States that I present here, I too find explicit and implicit understandings of personhood being extended to a variety of natural entities, most especially cattle and the tulsi plant, although this time in the United States, not India. Further, my data throw light on religious experiences of Hindus born in the United States with natural entities not just as persons but specifically as mothers. These data provide new interpretive challenges for the psychology of religion. How might human religious experiences with a sacred cow differ, or not differ, from religious experiences with other humans or a fully nonmaterial deity? What do experiences of the attributed personhood of holy plants teach us about human psychology?
In the past the psychology of religion somewhat understandably has focused primarily on human-with-human or human-with-nonmaterial-god religious experiences, but this situation has left us without tools for comprehending religious experiences with natural entities like sacred maternal bushes or cattle. Currently we possess few psychoanalytic studies of human religious interactions with the nonhuman natural world broadly conceived, much less of a specific notion like sacred maternal natural entities. Adams (1999) , Alper (1993) , and Brown (2004 and Brown ( , 2007 helpfully have applied psychoanalytic self psychological theory to human-animal interactions, yet their works do not include religion nor do they explore elements of the natural world beyond the animal kingdom, such as plants. Plants also remain overlooked in Melsen's (2001) study of child development and animals, as she repeatedly described plants simply as "inanimate," an account not shared by the Hindus in Haberman's study, my informants in this study, and members of many other forms of religion.
In this article I explore the psychological reality of the maternal personhood attributed to sacred natural beings by bringing together the genres of psychoanalysis and religious studies to create a dialogue between psychological theory and empirical Hindu realities. From psychoanalytic self psychology I utilize the concept of the selfobject and its understanding of the inner experiences of motherhood. From religious studies I probe ethnographic material arising from ten weeks of field work in autumn 2014 at New Talavana Dham, a Hindu cattle sanctuary in the southern United States. This material reveals themes in which, from a self psychological point of view, devotees appear to experience, with some limits, holy natural beings as good maternal selfobjects who in the ideal facilitate the psychological processes of mirroring and idealizing that provide essential human health.
In following this path I marry psychoanalysis and religious studies through an approach that diverges from many pursuits in the psychology of religion. Here, I utilize the selfobject as a research heuristic rather than as a clinical diagnostic tool, much as was done in studies by Browning (1987) and Schlauch (1999) . I unfold the selfobject in a religious environment to discover theoretical implications, and then, using these implications as a Gadamerian "horizon" (Gadamer, 1989) , I fuse in dialogue the horizon of psychoanalysis with the horizon of New Talavana realities. As a result, this dialogue will foreground religious encounters in which cattle and the tulsi plant are experienced in ways that, like the experience of a good human mother selfobject, are tensive, liminal, and affectively oriented toward themes of nurturance, maternal worthiness of respect, and intimacy. Unfortunately the nature of my data precludes discerning whether these experiences facilitate deep structural or merely compensatory changes.
I am not now nor have I ever been a Hindu or a member of ISKCON, the larger organization to which New Talavana belongs. I studied the New Talavana community because of the vividness and distinctiveness of its religious interactions with the natural world. I wished to study relationships with sacred cattle, and New Talavana hosts the largest cattle sanctuary in the United States. Moreover, the center also offered an opportunity to conduct an ethnography of religious experiences with plants, as currently there are few ethnographies of this genre.
Members of the community were generally welcoming and always tolerant of me as I respectfully participated in some communal chanting practices but mostly simply observed, although I also interviewed as many community members as I could. Although some New Talavana members are immigrants from India, the interview data that I report in this essay come exclusively from practitioners born and raised in the United States, all of whom are of European descent except for one second-generation American of Indian descent. I framed discussions by telling devotees that I found their beliefs and practices toward the natural world to be interesting, and many devotees then happily shared their experiences. Sometimes I broke interpersonal ice by sharing that I cared for a pet cow as a child.
First, I will describe my self psychological approach to the material. Then, I will discuss Mother Cow, Mother Tulsi, and devotees' experiences of them before providing a synthetic analysis.
Self Psychology and maternal selfobjects
Several decades ago, psychoanalysis underwent a revolution as thinkers spurned classical Freudian notions in favor of substantially overhauled theories and practices. One of the most important elements of this movement involved the establishment of psychoanalytic self psychology, which was originally formulated by Heinz Kohut and continues to be extended by current analysts. Unlike Freudian theory that focused on instinctual drives, self psychology emphasizes relationships, making it both more interactive and more culturally flexible than earlier forms of psychoanalytic thought and practice.
Self psychology revolves around the concept of the selfobject. Selfobjects constitute a foundation for the self by providing experiential frameworks for channeling strong affectivity. Kohut (1991) described selfobjects as "inner experiences of certain functions of people who, extrospection informs us, are physically separate from them" (p. 494). A selfobject is an experience of a relationship in which another being, object, symbol, or idea provides essential psychological functions for the self. A parent or partner cannot be a selfobject, but the experience of a parent or partner can be (Wolf, 1988, p. 52) , so that rather than saying that a person is a selfobject, one should say that a person incites selfobject experiences.
Arising from relationships, selfobject experiences provide essential psychological functions and therefore channel powerful affectivity. A brief friendship that dissolves may leave us relatively unaffected, as selfobject interactions were lacking, whereas the loss of an intimate long-term relationship may arouse strong affect because of the influential selfobject experiences involved. This depth lends the selfobject experience the ability to aid or hinder self-cohesion, stability, and well-being. Since the "self-sustaining function of selfobject experiences is needed for life" (Wolf, 1988, p. 53) , human health rises or falls with the intense nature of the selfobject experience. Because of its foundational character and inherent relationality, the selfobject represents a pivotal concept that makes self psychology more interactive than classical psychoanalysis.
As indivisible parts of the self, intrapsychic selfobject experiences mediate between the inner world and the outer world, between first-person subjective reality and the social realm, and remain experienced as a part of both worlds while being reducible to neither. Occupying the psychological "betwixt-and-between" space of the inner self and outer being and thus representing a "liminal" experience in Victor Turner's (1969) terms, the selfobject mediates firstperson experiences of other beings, objects, symbols, or ideas. The selfobject lacks sharp boundaries between self and other, as instead it embodies a tensive experience of a psychological space that arises ambiguously as neither-self-nor-not-self. As such, the selfobject remains nondual; thinking in terms of the subject/object split misses the psychological point of the selfobject (Schlauch, 1999, p. 62) . Of course cultures define boundaries between self and other in different ways, but the selfobject will always occupy the psychological middle ground.
Because the selfobject provides essential psychological functioning, humans encounter selfobject experiences from cradle to grave, although selfobject experiences alter their forms with maturity (Wolf, 1988, p. 53) . For children, selfobject relationships tend to revolve around parents, siblings, and other family members, whereas adult selfobject experiences extend beyond the family to include almost any being, object, symbol, or idea.
Due to fundamental human psychological needs for mirroring, idealizing, and peer relationships, there exist three types of selfobjects. The need to be valued and admired and to receive approval for qualities and accomplishments manifests as a need for mirroring selfobjects that relationally meet this need and therefore aid the establishment of worthwhile ambitions. The need to admire beings and values for their positive qualities, such as a teacher worthy of emulation, results in relationships with idealized selfobjects that engender self-esteem and guiding principles through interactions with an admired other. The need to feel valued through similarity with others reflects a twinship need that finds outlets for satisfaction through group membership selfobjects, leading ideally to the development of talents and skills.
As a child's first fans, mentors, and playmates, parents-in particular, mothers-serve as the original and primary providers of twinship and especially mirroring and idealizing selfobject experiences. Through their powerful selfobject imprints, parents influence their offspring throughout the life cycle. Parental responses that offer experiences of both nurturance for the child's activities as well as admirable parental character to idealize supply the psyche with healthy mirroring and idealizing selfobject experiences. Conversely, the failure of parents to nurture the child's activities obstructs the development of healthy ambitions, and the failure of parents to offer themselves as genuine role models inhibits the development of healthy idealizing relationships with both people and values. Further, what parents do matters less than who they are, especially in terms of the parents' intimate, empathic characters; a child bathed in intimate empathy can survive traumatic experiences without undue damage, whereas a child lacking in empathic parental responses struggles to develop a cohesive self even in the absence of traumatic events (Kohut, 1971, pp. 64-65) . Because of these features, in the self psychological ideal the child experiences positive liminal selfobject relationships with the mother that are affectively colored with themes of mirroring nurturance, maternal worthiness of respect for idealizing, and empathic intimacy.
A wide variety of stimuli may incite selfobject experiences, including "religious experiences, group experiences, scientific and philosophic insights, and the like" (Kohut, 1971, 64) , or shape a concept of God (Holliman, 2002) . Thus, there exist places for many forms, including sacred forms, in the experiences of selfobjects, and, according to recent studies, this does not exclude a variety of nonhuman natural beings. Alper (1993) suggests that pets, particularly when considered part of a family, may provide vital selfobject functions of mirroring, idealizing, and affective regulation for children from households where humans provide poor selfobject resources. Similarly, Adams (1999) argues that Emily Dickenson's dog Carlo provided her with important mirroring, idealizing, and twinship selfobject resources that inspired and soothed Dickenson during the period of her greatest poetic productivity. Such animal selfobject experiences can be more powerful than those with humans (Brown, 2004, p. 71) because animals "do not criticize, retaliate, feel overwhelmed, or reject" (Alper, 1993, p. 259) . Although Sue-Ellen Brown (2004) says that it remains uncertain whether such selfobjects can engender deep structural changes to the self or are simply compensatory, the power of such selfobject experiences should not be doubted, as "sometimes a companion animal may be a person's strongest link to life itself" (p. 83). In this way, the concept of the selfobject helps to explain why people may feel special bonds with certain animals. Animal selfobject experiences are commonly of the mirroring type, but they can also be idealizing, and twinship selfobject relationships with animals are surprisingly common (Brown, 2007; Melson, 2001) . Of interest in relation to the argument below regarding the plant goddess Tulsi, Alper (1993, p. 265) Haberman (1994) , and David R. Kinsley (1977) .
(2000) tells us, "In contrast to the Western traditions where humans are frequently described as being separate from nature over which they have dominion, Indian thought has seen humans (in their embodied lives) as an intimately interconnected part of nature" (p. 39). We get a sense of the lively holy regard this tradition has for natural beings when we consider scriptural passages in which Caitanya's charisma made tigers and deer kiss each other due to their religious euphoria (Prabhupāda, 2014a, n.p.) and Krishna caused enraptured clouds to expand and trees to tremble from spiritual ecstasy (Prabhupāda, 2014b, n.p.) . 4 Thus, David Haberman (2006) In this way, species identity is important in New Talavana theology, as my informants stressed, but species differences in some ways remain a matter of degree rather than of kind.
Krishna at the center of your life is to put cows at the center of your life, since Krishna loved cows so." This connection to Krishna helps to explain why Vaiṣṇava Hindus tend to be more active in their cow protection than other Hindus.
The second reason devotees give for protecting the cow emerges not just at New Talavana; it also represents the views of Hindus from many sects and even some Indian nonHindus. Following perspectives that may be traced in part to the Vedas, humans possess seven mothers, all of whom are holy and should be protected: the birth mother, the wife of the spiritual teacher, the wife of the king, the wife of a brāhmaṇa or member of the highest caste, a nurse, the earth, and Go Mātā or Mother Cow (Prabhupāda, 1971, p. 60) . Like a good human mother, All over the world people are relishing the flesh of the cow. But she's so sweet and loving and innocent, with big lotus eyes. The cows, they're completely on another level. If we could be as humble as a cow, that would be amazing.
We just want people to understand, they don't have to eat the cow. There are other ways to eat and still get more protein than you need. Eating a cow is as bad as you can be, it is the most sinful thing that you can do.
Long-time devotee Kaivalya Sundari Dasi echoes Mayapur's account of the cow as one of the Seven Mothers, and, as far as she is concerned, eating cattle, whom she intentionally refers to as "persons," not only approaches cannibalism because of the cow's motherhood, it also causes many problems:
Meat eating is the biggest cause of our calamities, whether they're natural disasters or whether they're wars, because meat eaters are racking up negative karma big time. It's a cycle that gets bigger and bigger and then hits hard. Caring for the herd requires significant financial resources. New Talavana leaders recognize that running a goshala in the United States is an economically irrational exercise, as devotees expend capital resources on cattle that will never provide a significant return on the investment. New Talavana finances its cow protection through donations, primarily through its Adopt-a-Cow program. It also raises money for cow protection when it gratefully thanks cattle at Gopāṣṭamī, the autumn holy day that marks when Krishna the boy cowherd went with the cows to the fields for the first time. At New Talavana, this occasions one of the largest public celebrations of the year, the Festival of the Cow. In a pen near these booths, devotees place a gentle cow to enable cow veneration.
Children at the event seem to enjoy this presence of Mother Cow as a fun petting zoo. But adult devotees, being more solemn in their approach, show their reverence by ritually marking her face with vermillion powder, as one may do for a human or deity, and offering her a ritually blessed flower garland of honor. Then they show devotion and respect as well as gain good karma by petting the cow and softly saying to her, "Go Mata ki jai" or "Glory to Mother Cow!" For her part, the tame cow, accustomed to human interaction, seems to somewhat enjoy being the center of attention, perhaps accepting admiration like a good idealized maternal selfobject.
In these ways, New Talavana's cattle sanctuary engenders experiences that seem to reflect those of maternal selfobjects. The goshala protects cattle in the first place because bovines attract human respect for their nurturing qualities while remaining, as I have discussed, simultaneously both like and unlike humans. And, on the basis of nurturing and respect, devotees relate to cattle through experiences of intimacy, including caresses of celebrated cattle at a festival as well as providing hospice care for bovines. The community rejoices over cattle births and mourns their demises. New Talavana devotees interact with their cattle not as objects living on a commercial farm but as subjects with names, personalities, and agendas of their own. Thus, in the religious practice of maintaining a cattle sanctuary, one finds the themes of human nurturance, respect, and intimacy in liminal relationships with natural beings, much as one would find with a human maternal selfobject.
Mother Cow's nurturing through the provision of dairy products does more than satisfy vegetarian nutrition requirements, as I discussed before; it also helps to make possible a foundational devotional practice of this school, the "honoring" or consuming of prashadam (prasādam), or food blessed by being first ritually offered to Krishna. During the ritual offering, Krishna consumes the food only with his glance, leaving plenty for everyone else. Then, as
Bhagavad Gītā 3.13 says, "The devotees of the Lord are released from all kinds of sins because they eat food which is offered first for sacrifice" (Prabhupāda, 1986, p. 160) . Proper religious practice means that all of one's food should be prashadam, which one "honors" rather than Mother Tulsi represents an example of the investment of religious meaning in some of the plants found in Indian religions. For example, the nīm tree provides nonlethal organic pesticide, many medicines, and a home for Śitala, the goddess who battles smallpox and creates prosperity for her devotees (Haberman 2013, pp. 137-138) . Followers of the Hindu deity Śiva create their rosaries from the seeds of the holy rudrākṣa tree (Elaeocarpus ganitrus). The famous pipal or bo tree (Ficus religiosa) provides residences for a variety of deities, especially Viṣṇu, so burning its wood is taboo for some. Further, because the Buddha realized enlightenment under one of these trees, Buddhists often make rosaries from its seeds and may even reverence it (Haberman 2013, pp. 101-103) . Venerated all over India, Tulsi has her own religious festival, Tulsi Vivah, and her own famous temple, the Tulsi Manas Mandir in Varanasi, India (Upadhyaya, 1964, p. 21) . Since her presence is thought to bring longevity and happiness, she is often grown in the courtyards of Indian homes.
The scriptural Skanda Purāṇa states, "Tulasī is auspicious in all respects. Simply by seeing, simply by touching, simply by remembering, simply by praying to, simply by bowing before, simply by hearing about or simply by sowing this tree, there is always auspiciousness" (Prabhupāda, 1970, p. 100) . In addition, in ISKCON Tulsi's title, "Śrīmatī" or "Honored
Mother," connotes the idea of divine motherhood, and one of her maintenance prayers directly addresses her maternally: "I am bathing goddess Tulsi Devi, who is very dear to Govinda
[Krishna] and who brings life to all the devotees. She is the mother of the universe, and the bestower of devotion to Lord Krishna." Like a caring mother she protects, leads from sin, sponsors growth, and enables activities, and devotees recognize this maternal side in experiencing her as a divine person rather than a stationary object. came to very much enjoy doing it because Tulsi is the favorite spice of Lord Krishna." Another devotee, Sanjaya, explained to me that he came to Tulsi slowly, through a string of small spiritual insights, motivated by the thought, "If it's important to Krishna, it's important to me."
Thus, devotee experiences of Tulsi resemble others that I have described at New Talavana. Tulsi remains experienced tensively and liminally, as devotees address Tulsi with pronouns usually reserved for humans alone, yet she also is so unlike humans that at first her worship strikes some people as strange. Because consuming food should be a religious practice and only becomes so with her presence, she may be venerated for her nurturing qualities. Rituals in her honor, including rituals of care, indicate the communal experience of maternal respect that is extended to the green goddess. Finally, devotees express intimacy through praying to her, caring for her, and wearing her around their neck.
Mothers in dialogue
The ways that devotees approach cows and Tulsi can inform the psychology of religion given that devotees openly regard both natural beings as spiritual mothers. In her liminal relationship with humans, Mother Cow is explicitly defined as one of the important Seven Mothers, and devotees are quick to perceive her that way. Like a good mother, she nurtures New Talavana both spiritually, in terms of enabling essential service to Krishna, and physically, as she supplies the dairy products that nourish the community and make honoring prashadam possible. Devotees feel that just as we wish to pamper and not kill our human mother, so we should offer care, not harm, to our bovine Mother. Thus, New Talavana experiences of cattle resemble those of a good selfobject mother; they arise tensive, liminal, and tinged with themes of nurturance, respect, and intimacy.
There are resemblances to the experience of good maternal selfobjects in the worship of Tulsi, as well. Devotees experience her liminally, as neither-us-nor-not-us, and they believe that like a caring mother she protects us, leads us from sin, sponsors our growth, and enables our activities. Devotees recognize this maternal side in experiencing her as a divine person rather than just a stationary thing. As with Mother Cow, New Talavana religious experiences of Tulsi resonate with those of the maternal selfobject, bearing as they do liminal relationships reflecting themes of nurturance, maternal worthiness of respect, and intimacy.
At the same time, such experiences of maternal natural selfobjects still differ from typical experiences of a biological human mother. No devotees provide their biological mothers with a shed, pasture, and hay like they do cattle, nor do they call veterinarians when their mothers are ill. Because members of this sect generally consider humans to be superior to natural entities, cattle, unlike human mothers, do not attend religious services other than the Festival of the Cow, during which only cows, not human mothers, are constrained within pens. None of the devotees offer their biological mothers a greenhouse to winter in, like Tulsi, nor do they ritually eat parts of their biological mothers with every meal. Therefore, New Talavana reveals experiences with sacred maternal natural beings that strongly resemble, yet still diverge from, experiences with human mothers. Cattle and Tulsi may be culturally-and religiously-constructed experiential "persons," but they still are not fully human persons because they are a "special kind of subjective other" (Myers, 2007, p. 11) .
Nonetheless, the experiences that I observed at New Talavana provide a challenge to self psychology to expand its notion of the selfobject. Although self psychological theory clearly holds that entities like cattle and plants can serve as selfobjects, most of the self psychological literature focuses prominently on human selfobjects and neglects nonhuman ones. Moreover, much self psychological practice does not consider regard for cattle or bushes as one's mother to reflect psychological health because psychoanalysis does not include the explicit concept of natural beings as persons. As developmental psychologist Gene Myers writes in The Significance of Children and Animals, "Our formalized understandings-our theories-of the self and its context have systematically obscured the importance of other species in our development" (Myers, 2007, p. 5) . But, as I have indicated, this limited vision of concepts of the person and the selfobject appears culture-bound. We cannot understand the religious world of New Talavana, or certain other religious life worlds, without accounting for the fact that devotees may have powerful selfobject experiences of natural entities as mothers that are not entirely unlike humans' experiences of their human mothers.
As such, New Talavana spirituality helps the psychology of religion to understand cows, Tulsi plants, and sacred natural persons in a new light. For example, folklorist Alan Dundes (1997, pp. 98-105) employed Freudian theory to explain that Hindu cow veneration arises from ambivalent drives directed toward the mother. Because Indian culture stigmatizes oral aggression, Dundes wrote, repressed negative oral drive energy directed at the mother becomes symbolically transmuted into a taboo against eating beef, which comes from the metaphorical mother, the cow. At New Talavana something different is occurring, and this is not just because these Hindus exist within the U. S. rather than Indian cultural environment. By implementing self psychology rather than classical Freudianism, I make Occam happy by discovering a simpler psychoanalytic explanation for cow reverence than Dundes found: New Talavana well. Finally, if we wish to extend compassionate and effective pastoral counseling to all religious seekers, we must be willing to understand that relationships with nonhuman beings that are experienced as holy persons can serve as sources for healing and self-coherence, even if the depths of such healing remain poorly understood.
